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The Human Eye Anatomy

● Binocular Vision
● Light is focused in the cornea
● Iris of the eye controls the amount of light reaching the back of the eye by 

automatically adjusting the size of the pupil
● Retina is responsible for creating the image that a person sees
- Light enters the rods and cones on the side of the retina and it is converted to 

an electrical signal that is sent into the brain through an optic nerve
● Pupil controls the amount of light that enters the retina
● Sclera: the white of your eye (contains muscles that allow for eye movement)
● Humans have a field of vision that covers 180 degrees, 140 degrees 

binocular

The Human Eye Anatomy (con)...
● Lens: Focuses the light rays that pass through it in order to create clear 

images of objects
● Eyes are protected by orbits which is just a bony eye socket of the skull
- Contains blood vessels, muscles that allow eye movement, and nerves
- Contains Lacrimal gland which produces tears (helps with lubricating and 

moistening the eyes)
● Conjunctiva: thin transparent layer of tissue that covers the front of the eye
- Keeps bacteria and foreign substances from getting behind the eye
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Owl Eye Anatomy 
● Binocular vision: when an animal has the ability to use their two eyes at the same 

time to see an object
- This allows the owl to have increased depth perception
● Large and forward facing
- An effort to improve efficiency under low light conditions
● Owls have elongated tubes rather than eyeballs
- Held in place by Sclerotic rings
- Can’t roll their eyes; can only look straight ahead
● The field view for an owl is about 110 degrees
● 70 degrees for binocular vision
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Owl Eye Anatomy (con)...

● Large cornea and pupils
- The larger the pupil then the more light that can pass through the lens and 

onto the retina 
● Owls see in Monochrome colors
- Eyes have rod cells that are sensitive to light
- Does not react well to color = limited cone cells
● Great night vision
- Have more rods than cones
- Large eyes allow them to pick up a lot of light rays even in the dark
- Pupils expand to a very big size at night

**  Owls see 30 to 100 times better than humans in dim light

Vipers, Pythons & Boas
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● Ambush hunters = elliptical pupils,

● Actively foraging snakes = round pupils

● Spectacle 

Infrared Vision
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Deep-Sea 
Fish

● Water affects light perception

○ 2 Zones: Photic (light) vs. Aphotic Zone 

(lacks light)

○ Photic Zones:

■ Euphotic Zone = Near surface, 

bright, photosynthesis

■ Disphotic Zone = faintly illuminated 

but no photosynthesis

● Eyes are on the side of head 

● Bony fish eyes vs. Human eyes

○ Focusing

○ Dilation 

○ Vision varies between species - rods vs. 

cones
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Deep Sea Fish

● Bioluminescence 

● Tubular Eyes
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